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TO: NFPA Technical Committee on Hyperbaric and Hypobaric Facilities 

 

FROM: Jeanne Moreau  

 

DATE: March 23, 2010 

 

SUBJECT: NFPA 99 A11 ROP Letter Ballot Final Results 

 

The Final Results of the NFPA 99 ROP Letter Ballot are as follows:  

 

15 Members Eligible to Vote 

  2  Ballots Not Returned (E. Kindwall and R. Sheets) 

 

8  Affirmative on All 

5 Negatives on one or more proposals as noted in report  

0 Abstentions on one or more proposals as noted in report  

 

The number of affirmative votes need for the report to be published is 9. 

(15 eligible to vote - 2 not returned - 0 abstentions = 13 × 0.66 = 8.58) 

 

In all cases, an affirmative vote of at least a simple majority of the total membership 

eligible to vote is required. 

(15 of eligible voting members ÷ 2 = 7.5 (8) 

 

Reasons for negative votes, etc. from alternate members are not included unless the ballot 

from the principal member was not received. 

 

According to the final ballot results, all ballot items received the necessary 2/3 required 

affirmative votes to pass ballot. 

 

 

ATTACHMENT: (Final) Circulation Explanation Report  



Circulation Explanation Report for HEA-HYP   Proposals Tuesday, March 23, 2010
Document # 99

99-481 20.1.1.2 (Log # CP120 )

Negative

Reimers, S. This would create much confusion unless it defines what portions of this chapter apply to existing facilities.  I suggest
rewording it to read "14.1.1.4  The administration and maintenance requirements of this chapter (Section 14.3) shall apply to all
facilities."

99-486 20.2.1.5, 20.2.1.6 (Log # CP121 )

Negative

Ferrari, K. Medical Air USP System shall be installed in accordance with NFPA 99 chapter 5 for Healthcare Facilities, Medical
Air USP is a pharmaceutical drug used for life support.  The Committee Statement justification “...this type of medical air is different
from traditional medical air system...” . I am unaware of any other uses for Medical Air USP, except as listed in the USP and FDA.
The committee will need to follow NFPA  99 chapter 5, or come up with its own installation standards for Medical Air USP. ( In
CP116, CGA Grade E is listed as the min. to supply class A and B chambers.  Grade E is not USP grade.  USP grade is “N”).  There
are sources of Medical Air being located in the same room as the hyperbaric chambers.  This is a patient and employee safety risk.
The Medical Air pipeline systems in the hyperbaric areas are not using medical gas installation procedures.  As a committee, we need
to select the proper installations procedures and not be silent on this subject.

99-487 20.2.2.1.1, 20.2.2.1.2, A.20.2.2.1.1 (Log # CP119 )

Negative

Sheffield, R. This same issue was addressed in Log #265. I prefer the version drafted in Log #265.

Workman, W. Log #265 addressed this issue already and did it with better wording.

99-488 20.2.2.5 (Log # 364 )

Affirmative with Comment

Sheffield, R. Paragraphs 20.2.2.5 and 20.2.2.5.2 were altered two different ways in the previous ROP and ROC. Both versions
appear in the 2010 edition draft copy (Section 14.2.2.5). The committee needs to verify the proper wording of these two paragraphs
in the upcoming ROC.

99-492 20.2.5.1.9, .20.2.5.1.10, A.20.2.5.1.10.1 (Log # CP118 )

Affirmative with Comment
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Reimers, S. Recommend changing and 14.2.5.1.1. to 14.2.5.1.1* and adding the following:

A14.2.5.1.1 Many, but not all,  of the requirements of this section are also contained in Section 21.17 "Class A Hyperbaric
Chambers" of NFPA 13.  In the event of conflict, the requirements of this Code shall govern.

Also recommend that that we ask the NFPA 13 committee to consider the following change proposal.

21.17.1.1  Except as permitted in 21.17.1.4, a fixed water deluge extinguishing system shall be installed in all Class A chamber
compartments that are designed for manned operations [99:20,2.5.2}

Add the following new sections:

21.17.2*  Installation Requirements.

21.17.2.1  If a deluge bypass system is installed to permit the deluge system to be tested without discharging water into the chamber,
the bypass system shall not remain in the test (e.g. bypass) mode after completion of the test [99:20.2.5.5.1].

21.17.2.2* Installers should be familiar with the unique requirements of installing sprinklers inside a hyperbaric chamber..

A21.17.2.2   The unique requirements of the hyperbaric environment may include one or more of the following:
a) Requirements for integration with other components due to space constraints
b) Requirements that the nozzles not be personnel hazards (e.g. “head-crackers”)
c) The interior of medical chambers is a medical environment that may have a need to be easily cleaned for infectious disease control
purposes.
d) The manually operated deluge system utilizes open sprinklers with a control valve external to the chamber.  Consequently, the
piping used to supply the open sprinklers may  require auxiliary drains and appropriate sloping so they can  be cleared of water
following a test.

99-496 20.2.7.6.1.1 (Log # CP123 )

Negative

Talati, D. In my opinion the listed requirement is vague and shall depend on interpretation. Is it that each electrical wire leading
into the chamber can supply electrical energy of up to 28 volts and 4 watts or does it mean that all electrical wire leading to various
electrical components such as speakers, sensors, electrodes, etc. inside the chamber, from various electromedical apparatus shall be
limited to 4 watts total. The allowable electrical current with the proposed spec would approach 1 amp rating (assuming the new low
voltage electronic technology) compared to the existing 0.5 watt limit, the current would have only 167 milli-amp. With such high
current increase, what about the electrical wires solder joints or loose connections that might create intermittent contacts which may
induce electrical arcing?

99-500 20.2.8.6.4 (Log # CP102 )

Affirmative with Comment

Bell, J. CGA Grade E allows 1000ppm CO2, recommend considering Medical Air as defined in the preprint NFPA 99
5.1.12.3.12.3

A.14.2.8.6.2 uses CGA grade D, will need to be changed.

99-505 20.3.2.1.4 (Log # 402 )

Negative

Reimers, S. Low energy lasers need to  be permitted.  Hopefully, we can arrive at a workable definition prior to the close of this
revision cycle.  The main concern is high energy laser light impacting a viewport.  Suggest that we at least permit lasers where the
laser beam is confined within the device, possibly without limit as to power level.

99-508 20.3.6.3 (Log # CP103 )

Affirmative with Comment

Talati, D. I suggest that the Title be changed to the following to indicate that it is applicable to Class A chamber only.
20.3.6.3 Fire Protection Equipment Inside Class A Hyperbaric Chambers.
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99-526 A.20.3.1.5.4.3 (New) (Log # 231 )

Affirmative with Comment

Bell, J. 99-497 Log#CP 122 accepted by the committee changes the temperature limits allowed in a class B chamber to 50C /
(122F) this effects the wording in #4 of the risk assessment process as outlined by this proposal and in the 99 preprint.  I think we
need to consider how this change affects the temperature limits for the class A chambers. The Shriners burn limits were used as
substantiation, why only the class B chambers?

99-533 C.20 (Log # CP117 )

Affirmative with Comment

Bell, J. I do not see this in the 99 preprint as indicated by this log ( B14). The material found in annex 99 C20 should be retained.
The information is valuable example: 99 preprint A 14.3.1.4.6 refers us to C20.2
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